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Offering outstanding service, huge 
stocks, all delivered next day! 
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ABOUT
SENTOR ELECTRICAL
The Region’s Leading Electrical Distributor
Sentor Electrical is the leading electrical distributor to MEP contractors 
across the Gulf region with offices in Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Oman & Qatar. 
Every day, companies in the region make us their first choice for 
competitively priced electrical supplies.  We are proud to be an associate 
company of Edmundson Electrical UK, the UK’s largest Electrical 
Distributor for the world’s leading Electrical branded products.

The Complete Solution 
As a principal Electrical Distributor of branded products, you can be 
confident that our highly trained technical sales engineers are always there 
to support you from an initial quotation, through to project completion.  
Our teams have immense experience in the supply of electrical materials 
to large scale projects with major MEP Contractors in the region and can 
offer practical solutions to your design and installation challenges.  Our 
customers trust our technical ability to train their staff on technical and 
installation matters.

Everything Electrical
Sentor Electrical’s huge range of products means we are the region’s 
one stop shop for Everything Electrical.  We have significant expertise in 
supplying to airports, hospitals, schools, universities, hotels and major 
residential projects. Our brands have been successfully submitted and 
approved with all major MEP consultants in the region and to some of the 
most prestigious and complex projects in the world.

The Right Choice
Our same day or next day deliveries are picked from our huge stocks, 
enabling us to deliver what you need when you need it.  We supply only 
the highest quality branded products alongside our legendary support and 
service, meaning your decision to purchase electrical products from Sentor 
Electrical will be the best decision you ever make.  Guaranteed.
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TRADING
SEGMENTS

Lighting Supplies
Sentor Electrical distributes an 
extensive range of lighting products 
from the best manufacturers across 
the globe. We offer enriching design 
solutions that add value to any 
project ranging from schools, villas, 
apartment blocks to substations, 
metro stations, and multi-story car 
parks. 

Employing a team of qualified 
lighting engineers, Sentor Electrical 
offers expert technical advice, 
including value engineering 
services.  Our service is unbiased, 
enabling Sentor Electrical to meet 
your financial budgets, whilst 
supplying world class products 
sourced from around the world.

Mechanical Supplies
Sentor Electrical is a key distributor 
for Crane Pressure Independent 
Control Valves (PICV’S) and Pipe 
Fittings. Our services include 
a full design for installations, 
incorporating fan-coil units or 
chilled beams offering an excellent 
solution for control of water 
flow rates, comfort control, and 
significant energy savings as part of 
a variable volume system design.

Our service commitment starts 
from an initial project appraisal 
through to design and on-site 
cooperation during installation with 
ongoing support for maintenance of 
the system.

Security & Technologies 
Sentor Electrical has significant 
market experience in the design, 
supply, and commissioning of Extra 
Low Voltage Systems. These include 
structured cabling networks, audio 
video intercom systems, CCTV, as 
well as lighting controls. 

Our support extends through to 
initial project appraisal, system 
design, installation, programming, 
and final commissioning of the 
system. Our comprehensive 
technical support is backed by 
unrivalled local stock availability for 
all ELV material supplies.
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Earthing & Lightning 
Protection Supplies
Sentor Electrical is the clear 
market leader when it comes to the 
design, supply and maintenance of 
ABB Furse Earthing & Lightning 
Protection Systems across the 
region. 

Our team of well-trained ELP 
design engineers will provide you 
with services in soil resistivity 
testing, project risk assessments 
and full CAD designs. We are 
leaders in this field and well known 
for our superb onsite support 
prior to and during installation and 
commissioning.

Electrical and Cables 
Supplies
Sentor Electrical is a key 
distributing partner for the 
Middle East’s leading cable 
manufacturers, Prysmian, Oman 
Cables and Tecnikabel. Sentor 
carries in depth stock from 1.5mm 
to 630mm building wires and 
SWA. We also stock and distribute 
specialist cables for oil & gas, data, 
telecoms, automation, audio-video, 
renewables and a full range of 
Prysmian fire rated FP200, FP400 
and FP600.

General Electrical Products
Our partnership with many of the 
world’s leading electrical brands 
gives you access to thousands of 
high quality, electrical products, at 
competitive prices. With so many 
quality products available, we are 
confident that we have products to 
suit any project size and budget.

One example is Senelec; our high 
quality range of everyday electrical 
items available from all Sentor 
Electrical locations. Senelec has 
been designed and manufactured to 
offer a high quality, cost-effective, 
product range that can be installed 
with 100% confidence. The Senelec 
range comes with a 2 year warranty 
and includes cables, accessories, 
cable management, earthing, LED 
lighting, isolators, and weatherproof 
wiring accessories, all from stock 
and delivered within 24 hours.
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TRUST TRUST
OUR PRODUCTS OUR PEOPLE

At Sentor Electrical you can trust 
our products.

At Sentor Electrical you can trust 
our people.

Our partnership with many of the world’s leading 
electrical brands gives you access to thousands of 
high-quality products at competitive prices. Every 
item we stock is a genuine, branded product, sourced 
directly from the manufacturer. We are very proud to 
issue Country of Origin Certificates and a full set of test 
certificates for all products supplied to give you extra 
reassurance. 

All suppliers we choose have their own ISO systems 
which we work to and warranties that we pass on to our 
customers. 

We employ qualified engineers and specialist technical 
staff who undergo regular product training direct from 
the manufacturers ensuring we are always one step 
ahead of new technology and the latest legislation.

We have General Managers based in each country of 
operation,  meaning there is always someone nearby 
for our customers to talk to. The team are encouraged 
to be problem solvers for our clients whilst always 
maintaining the highest levels of integrity and a 
dedication to getting it Right. First Time. Every Time.
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OUR UAE PROJECTS

Habtoor City

FURSE . CLIPSAL

FURSE . CLIPSAL . TOP TUBES . BICON . FLEXICON

FURSE . CLIPSAL . TOP TUBES . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

TOP TUBES . ELECTRAK . CRAIG & DERRICOTT FURSE . CLIPSAL

FURSE . CLIPSAL . TOP TUBES . POWERBAR . FLEXICON

FURSE . TOP TUBES . BICON

FURSE . FLEXICON . TOP TUBES . BICON

Dubai International Airport - Concourse B

Meydan Villas Sobha

Louvre Museum 

Opus Tower

Akoya Villas Damac

Cleveland Clinic

Dubai International Airport - Concourse A
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OUR UAE PROJECTS

Damac Towers Paramount 

Al Marasay Abu Dhabi 

ADIB HQ

Akoya Oxygen Villas

City Walk Dubai 

Adnoc HQ Abu Dhabi 

Dragon Mart 2 

Four Seasons Hotel Abu Dhabi

FURSE . CLIPSAL

POWERBAR . BICON

FURSE . CLIPSAL . BTICINO . ELECTRAK

FURSE . CLIPSAL . CRAIG & DERRICOTT ELECTRAK . LEGRAND

FURSE . TOP TUBES . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

FURSE . CLIPSAL . TOP TUBES

CLIPSAL . FLEXICON . TOP TUBES . DAVIS



OUR QATAR PROJECTS
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Al Thumama Stadium Qatar

Doha Metro Station

Education Stadium Qatar

Red Line Station Qatar

Yasmin City Qatar

Seef Lusail Qatar

Doha Oasis Qatar

Al Wakra Stadium Qatar

PRYSMIAN . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

FURSE . PRYSMIAN . FLEXICON . GRIPPLE . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

PRYSMIAN

FURSE . PRYSMIAN . FLEXICON FURSE . PRYSMIAN

FURSE

PRYSMIAN

PRYSMIAN
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OUR OMAN PROJECTS 

Muscat International Airport

Oman Convention Centre

Salalah Rotana Resort

Saraya Bandar Jissah Resort

National Bank of Oman HQ

Sohar Refinery Oman

Kempinski Hotel - The Wave

Salalah International Airport

GRIPPLE . FLEXICON . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

LEGRAND . GRIPPLE . FLEXICON . TOP TUBES . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

TOP TUBES . PRYSMIAN . CRAIG & DERRICOTT . BICON

BICON . FLEXICON GRIPPLE

TOP TUBES . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

LEGRAND . GRIPPLE . FLEXICON . TOP TUBES . CRAIG & DERRICOTT

GRIPPLE . FLEXICON . CRAIG & DERRICOTT
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OUR
BRANDS
Lighting Supply Partners

Electrical & Cable Supply Partner 

ELV Supply Partners



Dubai Office
Unit 1506-1509 International 
Business Tower, Dubai, UAE
P.O. Box 9627
Tel: +971 4 421 0335
Fax: +971 4 421 0337
Email: dubai@sentorelectrical.com

Doha Office
Barwa Village, Building 3, 
Shop 3, Doha, Qatar
Tel: +974 4415 4502
Mob: +974 5589 0289
Email: qatar@sentorelectrical.com

Abu Dhabi Office
Level 1, Office 112, Masdar City, 
Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel: +971 4 421 0335
Fax: +971 4 421 0337
Email: abudhabi@sentorelectrical.com

Dubai Bulk Warehouse
Bldg. 6 Unit 10 Fnc Building, Dip 2, Dubai, UAE
Tel:  +971 4 885 1099
Email: imran@sentorelectrical.com

Oman Office
Focus Business Centre, Minaret Al Qurum Building, 
Opp. City Center, Al Qurum, PC 137, Muscat, Oman
Tel: +968 2456 6944
Email: oman@sentorsupplies.com
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